Dec 20 2016
The garage door lifts noisily revealing a darkness that shows no hint
of dawn, and the cold air rushes in to greet me. I jump in the car and
head out of town – a remarkably easy task at this time of the morning. With my camera gear all on board, I’m off to one of my favourite places – Muskoka in the winter.
As I cruise unfettered up the 400 while traffic develops on the southbound side, I smile, and reflect on the day ahead. My plan for the
day is simple, and flexible. Drive around Muskoka, and stop to take
photos when I see something worthy. I have one goal: get a photo
that may serve as the subject of next year’s Christmas card. That’s
it. One whole day to get one little photo. Seems easy enough.
I left in time to get to Gull Lake in Gravenhurst before dawn, the
idea being to get to a good location to catch the rising sun. At least I
thought I left in time. As I pass Lake Couchiching north of Orillia,
the sun is already threatening to peek out. I panic a little. Why didn’t I leave 30 minutes sooner? Luckily, Gravenhurst isn’t that far
away and I get to Gull Lake in time to still have the photos qualify as
“sunrise.” In my rush however I don’t bother putting on my snow
gear, and the walk from the parking lot down to the water takes me
through snow that is roughly 3 feet deep. The photos are nice –
worth the effort – but snow has filled my boots. I sit in the car and
laugh. It’s not even 8 am, I have made one stop, and I’m cold and
wet.
A nearby McDonald’s serves as both a breakfast stop and a changeroom and I emerge to continue my tour in full snow gear and fresh
warm socks.
There’s more waterfront in Gravenhurst as it sits on the eastern edge
of Lake Muskoka and so I venture over there to see if there is anything interesting. There is. Two old steamboats, the Wenonah II and
the Segwun are frozen into the docks side by side. Very cool. I
spend about an hour there, looking for the right angles and the right
lenses, quite confident that these shots would be awesome (they
aren’t). But as sure as I was that I had some good shots – these
weren’t going to be on the Christmas card.

It’s now time to decide how I am going to loop around Muskoka, and
by deciding to hit Baysville last, I make my next stop the falls in Bala.
I’m sure there’s a good photo here, but without climbing down steep
banks in deep snow I have to settle for blah. The sun, which was clearly out in Gravenhurst, has ducked behind some clouds, where it would
remain the balance of the day. That’s ok, but it does give the rest of my
daytime shots a somber look that causes me to start seeing everything in
black & white.
I hop in the car to head north towards Port Carling, and find myself
unexpectedly delayed at the bridge, which has been reduced from two
lanes to one for construction. Construction! Crap. I escape the city for
a day only to find that the traffic woes that are so troubling down there
are also an issue up here. But then again, I’m the only car in sight. I’m
simply waiting for the light to turn green, which it does in about 45
seconds. As I pass by the workers they wave to me as if to apologize
and thank me for my patience. Ok, maybe it’s not like the city.
Port Carling proves equally uninspiring. Maybe it’s the dull light.
Maybe it’s the fact that this is a virtual ghost town and I’m more accustomed to the hustle and bustle of July. Nonetheless, I snap a few pics of
the colourful buildings decked out in snow and start to worry about the
serious lack of “Christmas” in all of the photos I have taken thus far. As
I leave Port Carling heading east I wonder if Santa’s Village might be
open (it’s not).
The road I’m on is a familiar one. For three years Ellen and I lived in
Rosseau and during the summer months I would drive her to work at
Cleveland’s House on the west side of Lake Rosseau, and then carry on
down through Port Carling and around the east side of the lake to play
golf at Windermere. There will be no golf today, but the roads along
the way do provide some nice photo opportunities – including one of
my favourites of the day.
While I’m out of my car snapping pics, a few vehicles pass by and without exception, the drivers all wave or nod. It occurs to me now that
while on the “backroads” of Muskoka, everyone acknowledges you as
you pass. Friendly, I think to myself.
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Dec 20 2016 (cont’d)
I perfectly time my arrival in Rosseau for lunchtime. But I’m disappointed to find that my destination restaurant (Crossroads) is closed. I
had spent considerable time this morning thinking about sitting in this
cozy spot – sipping a hot chocolate and listening in on the conversations
of the various snowmobilers who land there every day. Every day it
seems but Tuesdays (and Mondays) according to
the sign on the door. Rats. I was now officially
hungry. And I could use a bathroom break. Rosseau has no other restaurants. And Huntsville is 45
minutes away.
Still – there were some sights to be seen in Rosseau, and I remember the task at hand. Putting my
bodily messages on hold I grab a camera and head
out to walk around the main part of this quiet village. This was where Ellen and I started our life
together, imagined having a family, and shifted
into a grown-up lifestyle. My quiet reflection is
suddenly interrupted by a woman walking towards
me, who comments on how beautiful it is, and how
wonderful it is not to be in Toronto. I agree and
smile politely. Then a couple of young guys who
are busily shoveling the snow off of a roof holler
down to me “It’s a winter wonderland!” Yes it is.
And once again I marvel at the fact that I have encountered so few people today, and yet almost all
of them have engaged me in some way.
Back at the car I think about the possibility of a
good photo down at the dock, and so I drive down
and park beside another car in which a young couple are having lunch. I glance over at them, and
they wave as if to say “Welcome to the neighbourhood.” Trying not to think about bathrooms, I haul
out my snowshoes, put my biggest camera on the
tripod and waddle down the snow-laden dock to get
a couple of shots of the partly frozen Lake Rosseau. The couple appear to be watching my every
move, seemingly pleased to have a little entertainment with lunch today. I put a second camera on
my tripod and set the timer to get a photo with me
in it (the only one of the day.) And then I remember that my upcoming
bathroom stop is 45 minutes away.
As I head out of Rosseau on Cardwell Road, I stop briefly at what is
known as “Grinke House.” Once owned by the village baker, Mr. Grinke, this 125 year-old house was our first home. When we lived there, oh
so many years ago, it was the last house as you left town. It still is.
In Huntsville I head straight to the restaurant that overlooks the river –

which turns out to be a Boston Pizza (it wasn’t the last time I ate
here). It has a bathroom, and a cheerful waitress who takes my order
from the “fast lunch” menu. It arrives at my table in 35 minutes.
Who’s in a hurry on a Tuesday in Hunstville?
A quick pit stop at Robinson’s General Store in Dorset, for no particular reason other than it’s hard to drive by and not
go in, is followed by a short walk across the one
lane bridge that crosses the Dorset Narrows on
Lake of Bays. The scene looking out over the
calm cold water has a sharp silvery tone and the
sky lends a sense of drama making for another
great photo. It’s starting to get dark, and I worry, a
little, over the fact that Christmas is all but absent
from all of my photos. My last hope – Baysville –
lies just ahead.
I arrive at “the cottage” in Baysville at about 4:30
pm. The snow is piled high over the fence and
there is no sign of a driveway so I pull into the
neighbour’s across the road. Immediately a dog
starts barking, and soon thereafter the owner, Darryl, emerges and warmly greets me by name. Darryl and Barb built this house on the outer edge of
Baysville some 35 years ago. They have, since
that time, been our only neighbours – and we have
been grateful for their friendship and for their everwatchful eyes over an often empty log cabin that
my father called his homestead.
The cabin has been in the family since the 1920s
and is now owned by my sister, Nancy. Three
generations and almost a hundred years. Ninetyeight acres of bush-land an old run down home and
a couple of sheds. There used to be an outhouse,
and a garden, and a giant tree at the back corner of
the house that had to go for fear it would knock the
house down. But despite the changes, it is always
the same.
This is why I come to Muskoka.
Darryl advises me to get to work if I’m going to catch any remaining
light, and I slip on the snowshoes and head up the hill behind the
cabin. The trail is familiar. I’ve been on it countless times. I hear
my father’s voice talking about the stakes that show the property
lines, then the roar of a snowmobile engine, heading back to the cabin for dinner. And there’s the tractor chugging along with a wagon
filled with firewood in tow. Two boys run gleefully down the hill
screaming with joy. No-one is with me. But here, I’m never alone.

Dec 20 2016 (cont’d)
The darkening sky closes in, reminding me not to go to far. I head
back to the car.
By the time I’m at the river, where we swam as kids, it’s almost
dark. I put the camera on the tripod, and set for a long exposure –
taking advantage of the camera’s ability to turn
night into day. The lights from across the river
reflect on the water. Nice, but not a Christmas
card.
Maybe Langmaid’s General Store (now called
Miss Nelle’s) is nicely decorated. Nope.
Luckily, the house directly across the street is,
kinda, sorta, decorated. I set up the camera
literally in the middle of the road, and start
taking a few shots when I notice an older gentleman peering out the window at me. Oops.
The owner, no doubt wondering what I’m up
to. I have my speech prepared.
My father grew up here. Was born here in fact.
If you are familiar with the history here you
will know the Bell name. Grandpa Bell was
police constable and post-master for a time.
I’m practically a local. I’m actually looking
forward to my engagement with another local
whom I am sure will be kind – perhaps even
invite me in for a hot chocolate. But, he
doesn’t come out.
I get back in the car, and start scanning the
photos I just took. My one and only goal for
the day, to find a Christmas card photo, remains unmet.
Somewhat dejected, I plan my departure for
home – some one hundred miles to the south.
This morning before I left, I put a gift for my
old friend Ian in the backseat, on the off chance
that I might stop at his place in Churchill on my
way home. I call to confirm that he’s there,
and then stop at a little bakery in Baysville that
to my surprise is still open, and still has butter tarts, to add to his
gift.
I’m on highway 117 heading out of Baysville when I realize that
despite the fact that this little village only has 8 streets, I was only
on 6 of them. I quickly turn around and go back. And when I turn
left, instead of right, at the little bakeshop, my mouth drops. The
street is completely aglow – with perhaps 25 trees brightly lit in full

Christmas glory. I park the car and set up the camera. Walking down
the middle of the street I feel as if I’m in a movie – and this is definitely
the ending. This is what I came for. (You will need to wait until Christmas to see the shot that makes the card).
I arrive at Ian and Tina’s house well into the evening
and they welcome me into their home to tell of my
adventures while we sit by a warm crackling fire
complete with stockings and cheery Christmas décor
of every description. Ian and I have been friends
since we met in grade 9. He is no doubt the guy I
heard driving the snowmobile on the trail at the cottage earlier. Despite the fact that they only built this
home a few years ago, it’s comfortable and familiar.
And oh, so Christmassy. I laugh to myself as I consider the idea that perhaps I should have just come
here in the first place.
Today’s travels covered more than 600 km, and
were chronicled in more than 300 photos. But that’s
not what today was actually about. Today, I reconnected with a time and place that is important for me
to remember exists. A place where people say hello,
just because you are there and a time when things
change so slowly that they seem to always be the
same.
Don’t misunderstand. I wouldn’t want to go back
there permanently. But it’s a great place to spend a
day.
Bill.

Blissful Delusions
It is commonly accepted that you shouldn’t shop for groceries
when you’re hungry. You should not go swimming until at least
an hour after eating (a fallacy, perhaps, but why chance it?). You
should not ask someone out on a date immediately after eating a
spinach salad (if you must, at least check in a mirror first). I
would like to add one more nugget of advice to this list: don’t
take stock of your life while battling a bad back. If you do, you
may find yourself wallowing in the dark place in your mind
where self-pity likes to hang out.
I’ve been dealing with back issues for over 40 years. My most
recent problem resides in the lower lumbar area and has been
tormenting me for the past month. Nearly without exception,
since my first episode as a teenager, the damage has been inflicted on the tennis court. Now nearly 57, I’m becoming more brittle
with age, but I can’t seem to let go of the idea that when I’m hitting a tennis ball I am somehow keeping Father Time at bay.
And for the 90 minutes or so that I’m playing, the delusion holds.
It’s usually a day or two later, when I go into spasm reaching
down to tie my shoelaces or pet the cat, that acceptance of my
deteriorating condition creeps in and takes hold.
When I injure (or, more accurately, re-injure) my back, I’m
forced to suspend even the most mundane physical tasks. There’s
no reliable timetable to return to normal activity: it will take as
long as it will take. On more than one occasion people with medical degrees and a great deal more common sense than me have
tried to convince me that only when I put away my tennis racquets for good will I be free of the cycle of injury and rehabilitation. I’ve come close to heeding their advice, staying away for
prolonged stretches, with one sabbatical lasting nearly three
years.

I can’t play, I am not a whole person. I’m also not a happy person;
I pity the people around me who, for some reason, continue to put
up with my foul moods when I’m laid up (bless them).
I am fortunate that, in tennis, I’ve found something that has had
such a profoundly positive impact on my life for so long. But this
is also what scares me: I know that, despite caring for my body
with therapy and yoga, my back isn’t going to heal itself. One
day, I may be forced to walk away for good. I’ve known many
people who, through injury, had to give up pastimes that they cherished. In time, they all seem to have found something else that has
offered them a similarly positive and rewarding experience. I’ve
wondered a lot about what might replace tennis in my life; so far,
I’ve come up empty.
Over the past month, I’ve made one attempt to return to the tennis
court. It didn’t end well. So I’m back on the shelf, doing all of
the right things to return my back to some semblance of working
order – rest, therapy, followed by more rest and more therapy. If
history is my guide, I will eventually resume playing, and the
blissful delusion of recaptured youth and invulnerability will return. It will last for a few months, and then the cycle of injury and
rehabilitation will reassert itself, followed once again by a return
to the sport that I cannot manage to live with or live without.
David Frank.
dfrank@bellfinancial.ca

But no matter how much sense it makes to stop doing something
that keeps hurting me, what the doctors don’t take into account is
how much damage not playing tennis does to my head. For better
or for worse, tennis is bound up tightly in my sense of self. It
doesn’t matter that the quality of my game has been in a slow but
steady decline for over a decade (ok, two decades); it remains no
less a part of me than my green eyes or my love for pasta. When

Great minds, great thoughts

Eternity: a moment standing still forever.
James Montgomery
It may look like I’m moving, but I’m standing still.
Bob Dylan
If you see something that moves you, and then snap it, you keep a moment.
Linda McCartney
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